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Document description

Application Scope
Applicable to Longi Group’s suppliers

The functions involved include:

➢

Supplier registration: new suppliers registration and access;

➢

Supplier management: the route for suppliers to update basic
information, bank information and contact information;

➢

Supplier information Search: search for supplier’s performance results
and contracts;

➢

Supplier sourcing synergy: react to price inquiry or bidding ;

➢

PO synergy: query PO, as well as confirm and reject.
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Operation instruction

I. Supplier registration
[Supplier Registration]
Function description

New supplier complete its account registration in the system.

Path to SRM menu:

Login interface

Operator interface

Step 1.1.1: Enter the website of https://srm.longi.com:6080 (Picture 1-1-1-a), or
enter

the

portal

of

Longi

Group

Supplier

(Picture

1-1-1-b), and

click

[Login/Register] to link to the login interface of SRM system.

Picture 1-1-1-a <SRM login interface>
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Picture 1-1-1-b <supplier portal in official website>
Step 1.1.2: Click [Supplier Registration] to display a registered account
information pop-up window (Picture 1-1-2-a), fill the account number, name and
email address, click [Send Email], the system will send the verification code to the
filled email address, then get the verification code from mailbox and fill it in, click
[Submit Registration], and the system will display a pop-up window to inform the
initial password (Picture 1-1-1-)1 Click [Confirm] to successfully register the
account ,and then enter the enterprise maintenance information interface to
maintain more enterprise information.
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Picture 1-1-2-a <fill in the registered account information>

Picture1-1-2-b <Confirm Initial Password>
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Key business logic

NA

[Enterprise information maintenance]
Function description
Suppliers maintain enterprise information.

Path to SRM menu:

User management→ Corporate Information Maintenance

Operator interface

Step 1.2.1: Follow the path, fill in domestic and overseas relations, and select
business entities to cooperate with Longi.→ When select "Chinese mainland
Supplier" for “domestic and overseas relations”, it is necessary to select
business nature as well (Picture 1-2-1-a). After maintenance, click【Next】to enter
the interface of filling enterprise information (Picture 1-2-1-b).

Picture 1-2-1-a <Chinese mainland supplier>
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Picture 1-2-1-b <Suppliers from Chinese mainland, Hong Kong, Macao and
Taiwan >
Step 1.2.2: In the enterprise information interface, click [Upload Files] in the
business license, and the system will automatically read the information from the
business license and display it in the pop-up window (Picture 1-2-2-a). If the
information is wrong, you can manually modify it. Click [Save] if it is confirmed, and
the modified information will be filled in the corresponding fields 「Logic 1.2.1」.
Then you can fill in contact information 「Logic 1.2.2」, bank information, business
information, ISO information 「 Logic 1.2.3 」 and upload relevant attachments
(Picture 1-2-2-b), and submit required attachments marked with “*”. If there is
reference, you can download (on the right side of each line) and view it.
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Picture 1-2-1-a <automatic identification of business license>

Picture 1-2-2-b <attachment area>
Step 1.2.3: Complete the enterprise information and click 【Submit】. The system
would check whether the required field filled otherwise would mark it in red. Once
submitted (Figure 1-2-3), Longi's buyer will receive the information submitted by
you and review. If the information filled in is found to be incorrect before the buyer
review, you can click [Withdraw] and resubmit it after modification.
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Picture 1-2-3 <Information submitted successfully>

Key business logic

Logic 1.2.1: When different business types selected, the system will verify its
relevant required fields and mark the unfiled fields with red * (Picture 1-2-4).
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Picture1-2-4 <Supplier Business Type>
Logic 1.2.2: You can maintain many contracts but only one default main contact
(Picture 1-2-5-a). Bank account many can be maintained as many as well, but only
one main account. (Picture 1-2-5-b)

Picture 1-2-5-a <contact information>
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Picture 1-2-5-b <bank information>
Logic 1.2.3: The main subcategory of offering goods can be only selected in 3 kinds
at most (Picture 1-2-6), but it does not means that you can only cooperate with
Longi for these 3 maintained subcategories. The cooperative range with Longi could
be extended in future if necessary.

Picture 1-2-6 <main categories>
Logic1.2.4：After buyer’s review, the system would reply the automatic mail to
notice the supplier if the registration approved.
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1.3.[Forget Password]
Function Description
Supplier to retrieve the account ID and password.

Path:

Login interface

Operation interface

Step 1.3.1：Enter login interface, click【Forget password】
（picture1-3-1-a），system
would automaticly jump to Password Retrieve interface. Type in account ID
(picture 1-3-1-b), choose the retrieving method(picture 1-3-1-c), and type in
verification code you could change your password. Click 【Confirm】 after new
password type in, which means your password has been reset successfully.
（Picture 1-3-1-e）。
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Picture 1-3-1-a<Forget Password>

Picture 1-3-1-b<Forget Password>
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Picture 1-3-1-c<Forget Password>

Picture 1-3-1-d<Forget Password>

Key business logic

NA
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II. Supplier management
[Supplier information change]
Function description

To describe a way for suppliers to update basic information, bank information and
contact information.

Path to SRM menu:

Supplier Management →Supplier Process Management→
Supplier Information Change

Operation interface

Step 2.1.1: Enter the supplier change list page to view the supplier change history
(Picture 2-1-1).

Picture 2-1-1 <Supplier Change List Page>
Step 2.1.2: Click [Add] to enter the change document details page, and the system
would display all the current information. Choose whether the change involves
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to"4M" (besides the change of people, machines, materials, methods and
environment, the change of supplier name also belongs to 4M change), and upload
the attachment related to the change (Picture 2-1-2).

Picture 2-1-2 <Select Change Type>
Step 2.1.3: Modify the information about to change. The modifiable contents
include basic supplier information (Picture 2-1-3-a), contact information, bank
information, location information (Picture 2-1-3-b) and certificated information
(Picture 2-1-3-c). The modified information will be marked in red and shown in
sheet. "Logic 2"
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Picture 2-1-3-a <supplier basic information>

Picture 2-1-3-b <contact information, bank information, location information >

Picture 2-1-3-c <certificated information>
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Step 2.1.4: After the modification completed and confirmed, click 【Confirm】to
Submit it to related Longi’s buyers for approval (Figure 2-1-4).

Picture 2-1-4 <submit for approval>

Key business logic
Logic 2.1.1: If there is any currently in-transit change-order that has not been
approved yet, a new change order cannot be submitted, and the system will popup an error prompt. (Picture 2-1-5).
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Picture 2-1-5 <error prompt>

III. Supplier information inquiry
3.1.[Enterprise information inquiry]
Function description
Search for supplier basic registration information and update supplier operating
information.

Path to SRM menu:

User management→enterprise information maintenance

Operation interface
Step 3.1.1: In the enterprise information maintenance interface, click [Next]
(Picture 3-1-1-a) to view the basic information of suppliers (Picture 3-1-1-b),
contact information and bank information (Picture 3-1-1-c).
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Picture 3-1-1-a<enterprise information maintenance interface>

Picture 3-1-1-b <enterprise basic information>
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Picture 3-1-1-c <contact information and bank information>
Step 3.1.1: Query the supplier's operation information. If the supplier's operating
information needs to be updated, modify the corresponding fields of the
operating information, and click [Save] to update. "Logic 3.1.1".

Picture 3-1-2 <business information>
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Key business logic
Logic 3.1.1: The enterprise information maintenance interface can only update
the supplier operation information. The basic information, contact information
and bank information of suppliers can only be changed through the supplier
information change (see section II).

3.2.[ Comprehensive Performance Query]
Function description

Query the comprehensive performance scoring results of different projects in
different periods.

Path to SRM

Supplier Management→ Supplier Performance→Comprehensive

menu:

Performance Query

Operation interface
Step 3.1.1: Click [Search] on the comprehensive performance query list page, and
query the scoring results of each item in terms of quality, cost, delivery and service
(Picture 3-2-1-a).Click View Performance Details, you can see the scores of each
performance indicator and its weighting composition (Picture 3-2-1-b). Click [print]
to generate PDF of the performance results (Picture 3-2-1-c).
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Picture 3-2-1-a <comprehensive performance query list page>

Picture 3-2-1-b <comprehensive performance query details page>
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The 3-2-1-c <print/PDF export version of comprehensive performance query>
Step 3.2.2: Maintain the supplier feedback description and update attachments,
click 【Submit】,to pass on the performance feedback to buyer. Logic 3.2.1 and
Logic 3.2.2 (Picture 3-2-2).

Picture 3-2-2 <performance feedback>
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Key business logic
Logic 3.2.1: For supplier whose comprehensive performance evaluation results in C
or D, it is required to submit feedback after receiving the performance results.

Logic 3.2.2: Supplier feedback description is a required item when submitting
feedback.

3.3.[ Query Performance Breakdown]
Function description

Query the detailed scoring information and scoring description of the
corresponding comprehensive performance

Path to SRM

Supplier management→Supplier performance→ Performance

menu:

breakdown

Operation interface
Step 3.3.1: Query the performance score and details. Click [Search] to query the score
details of any comprehensive performance score and the scoring description

maintained by the raters. Click [export] to export Excel for viewing (Picture 3-2-1).
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Picture 3-3-1 <performance breakdown query page>

Key business logic
None.

3.4.[Contract Query]
Function description
Query the contract number and basic information signed with Longi in SRM
system.

Path to SRM

Purchase contract→ Contract management list

menu:

Operation interface
Step 3.4.1: Click [Search] in the contract management list after screening the
specific factor, to query related contracts recorded in the system (Picture3-4-1).
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Picture 3-4-1 <Contract Management Interface>

Key business logic
None.

Iv. Supplier Sourcing Synergy
4.1[Price Inquiry Synergy]
Function description
How suppliers quote for Price inquiry documents.

Path to SRM menu:

Inquiry and price synergy→ List of inquiry items
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Operation Interface
Step 4.1.1: In the item list interface of price inquiry, click [Search] to find the price
inquiry documents that need to participate (Picture 4-1-1).

Picture4-1-1 <Price inquiry Item List Page>
Step 4.1.2: Click [Item Name] on the item list page of the inquiry sheet to view the
details of the inquiry sheet. The details of the Price Inquiry shall include project
information such like: price validity period, quotation deadline, quotation currency,
contact buyer,(Picture 4-1-2-a), project requirement line "Logic 4.1.1" (Picture 4-12-b), sign-up information and quotation information, etc.
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Picture 4-1-2-a <the item information of inquiry price sheet>

Picture 4-1-2-b<project requirements of price inquiry>
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Step 4.1.3: If the items of price inquiry list page still in valid period (Picure 4-1-3a), click [Quote] to enter the quotation interface (Picture 4-1-3-b). You can either
maintain the quotation information such like price including tax, tax rate, payment
terms and currency on each quoted line "Logic 4.1.1", or click [batch maintain
payment terms] to maintain the accounting period, payment method, payment
premise, payment ratio and payment phase（Picture 4-1-3-c）, other batch-act such
like maintain tax rate, promised delivery date, minimum order quantity and
transportation(Picture 4-1-3-d), you can click [Batch Operation]. When there are
too many demand lines, you can click [Export] to export the Excel file (Figure 4-13-e), maintain the corresponding quotation information in fields, and then click
[Import] to complete the batch quotation. "Logic 4.1.2"

Picture 4-1-3-a <inquiry list page>
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Picture 4-1-3-b <quotation interface>

Picture 4-1-3-c <Batch maintain payment terms>
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Picture 4-1-3-d <batch operation>

Picture 4-1-3-e <export Excel table>
Step 4.1.4: The initiator of the inquiry project will prepare the corresponding
reference attachment (if any) in attachment information area, so the supplier can
download this attachment, arrange the bidding attachment and upload it according
to the corresponding requirements. If you want to add additional quotation
attachments during quotation, you can also click [Add] and select the
corresponding file to upload (Picture 4-1-4).

Picture 4-1-4 <attachment information>
Step 4.1.5: Click [Submit] (Picture 4-1-5) to submit the current quotation details
after complete the quotation related contents.
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Picture 4-1-5 <quotation interface>
Step 4.1.6: If the price-inquiry items completed before deadline, and buyer set a
rule "Allow suppliers withdrawing their quotations", the [Withdraw Quotation]
button will appear in the operation column (Picture 4-1-6-a). If the quotation needs
to be withdrawn, click [Withdraw Quotation] before deadline, fill in the reason for
withdrawal and then click [OK] (Picture 4-1-6-b), and then the quotation can be
withdrawn before bid opening and re-quoted.

Picture 4-1-6-a <Price-inquiry list page>
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Picture 4-1-6-b <fill in the withdrawal reason>
Step 4.1.7: After the quotation submitted, as well as buyer finish a series of acts
such like bid-open, bid-apprise, result confirm, and completes the internal approval,
you can click [Project Name] to enter the quotation details page of the inquiry
sheet project details, and view the final

result (Picture 4-1-7). If the buyer who

initiate this inquiry project ticked "Allow Supplier to View Ranking" or "Show Last
Round Lowest Price to Supplier", the current quotation ranking and the lowest price
including tax in this round can be viewed in the quotation details.
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Picture 4-1-7 <quotation details>

Key business logic
Logic 4.1.1: If some line’s Price with VAT not filled, these lines will be considered
as bid-rejection, and a prompt will be displayed when submit. (Picture 4-1-8).

Picture 4-1-8 <Prompt for Abandoning Bid >

4.2.[ Bidding Synergy]
Function description
How Suppliers react for bidding documents.

Path to SRM menu:

Bidding Synergy→List of bidding project
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Operation interface
Same as Price-inquiry synergy

Key business logic
Same as Price-inquiry synergy

V. Order Synergy
5.1[Purchase Order]
Function description
Query, confirm and print purchase orders. Export the arrival plan.

Path to SRM menu:

Order Synergy→Purchase order

Operation interface
Step 5.1.1: In the purchase order list interface, click [Search] to query all historical
purchase orders (Picture 5-1-1).

Picture 5-1-1 <Purchase Order List Page>
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Step 5.1.2: Click [Purchase Order No.] to enter the PO details interface to view
details (Picture 5-1-2-a). Click [Export] to print PDF version of the current purchase
order (Picture 5-1-2-b).

Picture 5-1-2-a <Purchase Order Details Page>
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Picture 5-1-2-b <Printed Purchase Order>
Step 5.1.3: On the purchase order list page, click [Accept] to confirm the order that
needs supplier confirmation. If there is any objection to PO, after communicate with
the buyer of Longi, click [Reject] to reject the corresponding purchase order
(Picture 5-1-3).

Picture 5-1-3 <Accept and Reject of Purchase Orders>
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